A Taste for Country

The Round River

the gregarious universe, and of which the majority
of mankind is still a part.

well. This collective bargaining with nature is called
national planning.
In our educational system, the biotic continuum is
seldom pictured to us as a stream. From our tenderest
years we are fed with facts about the soils, floras,
and faunas that comprise the channel of Round River
(biology), about their origins in time (geology and
evolution), about the technique of exploiting them
(agriculture and engineering). But the concept of a
current with drouths and freshets, backwaters and
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The Round River
ONEOF the marvels of early Wisconsin was the
Round River, a river that flowed into itself, and thus
sped around and around in a never-ending circuit.
Paul Bunyan discovered it, and the Bunyan saga
tells how he floated many a log down its restless waters.
N~ one has suspected Paul of speaking in parable,
yet in this instance he did. Wisconsin not only had
a round river, Wisconsin is one. T h e current is the
strealn of energy which flows out of the soil into
plants, thence into animals, thence back into the soil
in a never ending circuit of life. 'Dust unto dust'
is a desiccated version of the Round River concept.
We of the genus Homo ride the logs that float
down the Round River, and by a little judicious 'burlingP we have learned to guide their direction and
speed. This feat entitles us to the specific appellation sapiens. The technique of burling is called e c e
nomics, the remembering of old routes is called history, the selection of new ones is called statesmanship, the conversation about oncoming rifles and
rapids is called politics. Some of the crew aspire to
burl not only their own logs, but the whole flotilla as
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biotic materials. This calls for a reversal of specialization; instead of learning more and more about less
and less, we must learn more and more about the
whole biotic landscap.
Ecology is a science that attempts this feat of thinki11g in a plane perpendicular to Darwin. Ecology is
an infant just learning to talk, and, like other infants, is engrossed with its own coinage of big words.
Its working days lie in the future. Ecology is destined
to become the lore ~f Round River, a belated attempt to convert our collective knowledge of biotic
materials into a collective wisdom of biotic navigation. This, in the last analysis, is conservation.
Conservation is a state of harmony between men

hand and chop off his left. That is to say, you can-
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indifferent stand of Scotch pine. Why? Both slopes
are part of the same state forest; both have been
managed with equally scrupulous care for two centuries. Why the difference?
Kick up the litter under the oak and you will see
that the leaves rot almost as fast as they fall. Under

not love game and hate predators; you cannot conserve the waters and waste the ranges; you cannot
build the forest and mine the farm. The land is one
organism. Its parts, like our own parts, compete with
each other and cooperate with each other. The competitions are as much a part of the inner workings as
the cooperations. You can regulate them--cautiously
-but not abolish them.
The outstanding scientific discovery of the twentieth century is not television, or radio, but rather
the complexity of the land organism. Only those
who know the most about it can appreciate how little
is known about it. The last word in ignorance is the
man who says of an animal or ~ l a n t :'What good is
it?' If the land mechanism as a whole is good, then
every part is good, whether we understand it or not.
If the biota, in the course of aeons, has built something we like but do not understand, then who but
a fool would discard seemingly useless parts? To
keep every cog and wheel is the first precaution of
intelligent tinkering.
Have we learned this first ~rincipleof conservation: to preserve all the parts of the land mechanism? No, because even the scientist does not yet
recognize all of them.
In Germany there is a mountain called the Spessart. Its south slope bears the most magnificent oaks
in the world. American cabinetmakers, when they
want the last word in quality, use Spessart oak. The
north slope, which should be the better, bean an

the pines, though, the needles pile up as a thick
duff; decay is much slower. Why? Because in the
Middle Ages the south slope was preserved as a deer
forest by a hunting bishop; the north slope was pastured, plowed, and cut by settlers, just as we do with
our woodlots in Wisconsin and Iowa today. Only
after this period of abuse was the north slope replanted to pines. During this period of abuse something happened to the microscopic flora and fauna of
the soil. The number of species was greatly reduced,
i.e., the digestive apparatus of the soil lost some of
its parts. Two centuries of conservation have not
sufficed to restore these losses. It required the modem
microscope, and a century of research in soil science,
to discover the existence of these 'small cogs and
wheels' which determine harmony or disharmony
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between men and land in the Spessart.
For the biotic community to survive, its internal
processes must balance, else its member-species would
disappear. That particular communities do survive for
long periods is well known: Wisconsin, for example,
in 1840 had substantially the same soil, fauna, and
flora as at the end of the ice age, i.e. 12,000 years
ago. We know this because the bones of its animals
and the ~ollensof its plants are preserved in the
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Some day we may need this prairie flora not only
to look at but to rebuild the wasting soil of prairie
farms. hlany species may then be missing. W e have
our hearts in the right lace, but we do not yet
recognize the small cogs and wheels.
In our attempts to save the bigger cogs and wheels,
we are still pretty nalve. A little repentance just before a species goes over the brink is enough to make
us feel virtuous. When the species is gone we have

a few wolves left. Each state offers a bounty on
wolves. In addition, it may invoke the expert services
of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in wolf-control.
Yet both this agency and the several conservation
commissions complain of an increasing number of
localities where there are too many deer for the available feed. Foresters complain of periodic damage from
too many rabbits. Why, then, continue the public
policy of wolf-extermination? W e debate such questions in terms of economics and biology. T h e mammalogists assert the wolf is the natural check on too
many deer. T h e sportsmen reply they will take care
of excess deer. Another decade of argument and
there will be no wolves to argue about. One conservation inkpot cancels another.
In the lake states we are proud of our forest nurseries, and of the progress we are making in replanting
what was once the north woods. But look in these

of the western stock-raising states is a case in p i n t .
Yes, we still have grizzlies in the Yello\r.stone. But
the species is ridden by imported parasites: the rifles
wait on every refuge boundary; new dude ranches
and new roads constantly shrink the remaining range;
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\Ve need knowledge-public
atvareness--of the
3mal] cogs and arheeir. hut sometimes I think there
is sonlething \Ire need even more. It is the thing that
Forest a n d Streant. on its editorial masthead, once
called 'a refined taste in natural objects.' Have we
made anv headway in developing 'a rehned taste in
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~n the northern parts of the lake states n e have
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north woods does not depress our foresters; cedar has,
in effect, been purged on grounds of economic inefficiency. For the same reason beech has been purged
from the future forests of the Southeast. T o these
voluntary expungements of species from our future
flora, we must add the involuntary ones arising from
the importation of diseases: chestnut, persimmon,
white pine. Is it sound economics to regard any plant
as a separate entity, to proscribe or encourage it on
the grounds of its individual performance? What will
be the effect on anirnal life, on the soil, and on the
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set the wastage in soil. In some regions, such as the
dust bowl, the biotic stream has alreadv chnlnk Llnw
the point of navigabili-, ,
--.- ..,,,, ,.,, ,
to California to ferment the o r n n ~ nf
c rwrotL
L
As for diversity, what remains of our native fauna
and flora remains only because agriculture has not
not around to destroving it. The ~ r e s e n tidpal of

able to carry off more flood water, but in the process
we have lost our old willows where the owl hooted
on a winter night and under which the cows switched
flies in the noon shade. W e lost the little marshy
spot where our fringed gentians bloomed.
Hydrologists have demonstrated that the meanderings of a creek are a necessary part of the hydrologic
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get along with less channel improvement on Round
Now to appraise the new order in terms of the
two criteria: (1) Does it maintain fertility? (2) Does
it maintain a diverse fauna and flora? Soils in the
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hand, means a food chain aimed to harmonize the
wild and the tame in the joint interest of stability,
~roductivitv.and h ~ a l l t v
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also a burst of wild plants and animals. A score of
imported f d - b e a r i n g weeds had been added to the
native flora, the soil was still rich, and landscape
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Such hioh metabolism is characteristic of newfound lands. It may represent normal circulation, or
it may represent the combustion of stored fertility,
i.e. biotic fever. One cannot distinguish
the fever
from normality by asking the biota to bite a thermometer. It can only be told ex post facto by the
effect on the soil. What was the effect? T h e answer

;ethnological improvements in farming have only off-
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Clean farming, to be sure, aspires to rebuild the
soil, but it ein~lo~rs
to thic end onlc imnnrteA nlontc
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Can stabilitr. be svnthesired out of imrnrted ~ l a n t s
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tamarack since 1840. In the region where these farmers live the tree is exterminated. Why then should
they want to replace it? Because after twenty years
they hope to reintroduce spagnum moss under the
grove, and then lady's-slippers, pitcher plants, and
the other nearly extinct wildflowers of the aboriginal

Our children are our signature to the roster of history; our land is merely the place our money was
made. There is as yet no social stigma in the passession of a gullied farm, a wrecked forest, or a
polluted stream, provided the dividends suffice to
send the youngsters to college. Whatever ails the land,
the government will fix it.
I think we have here the root of the ~roblem.What
conservation education must build is an ethical underpinning for land economics and a universal mriority
to understand the land mechanism. Cons6rvation may
then follow.
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tive of tax deeds, tamaracks, and wild hay. In the
evening they returned with a truck full of young
tamarack trees and a heart full of high adventure.
T h e last tree was planted in the home marsh by
lantern-light. There was still the milking.
In isco cons in 'man bites dog is stale news cornpared with 'farmer plants tamarack.' Our farmers
have been grubbing, burning, draining, and chopping

any prize for this utterly quixotic undertaking. Certainly no hope of gain motivated it. How then can one
interpret its meaning? I call it Revolt-revolt against
the tedium of the merely economic attitude toward
land. N7e assume that because we had to subjugate
the land to live on it, the best farm is therefore the one
most completely tamed. These two farmers have
learned from experience that the wholly tamed farm
offers not only a slender livelihood but a constricted
life. They have caught the idea that there is pleasure
to be had in raising wild crops as well as tame ones.
They propose to devote a little spot of marsh to growing native wildflowers Perhaps they wish for their land
what we all wish for our children-not only a chance

I talk here about the pleasure to be had in wild
things, about natural-history studies as a cornbination

one. W e naturalists have much to live down. There
was a time when ladies and gentlemen wandered

